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Company: DataCamp

Location: United Kingdom

Category: architecture-and-engineering

Who We Are:

At DataCamp, we're not just a platform; we're the catalyst for a data-fluent world. We

enable individuals and businesses to leap forward in data science, providing them with top-tier

education, certification, and collaboration tools.

By the Numbers:

400+ dynamic courses

270+ renowned instructors from 35 Countries

90+ hands-on projects

12 million+ global learners

We're proud to be backed by Spectrum Equity, Accomplice, and Arthur Ventures, aiming to hit

$100M ARR in the upcoming years. While our roots are in New York City, our presence

spans London to Leuven, with a vibrant team of 200+ members working both on-site and

remotely.

About the role

We are looking for a talented Senior Mobile Engineer to help us build the best app to learn data

science on the planet. Working on the mobile app team is an incredible occasion to impact

DataCamp's mission to democratize data science education. More people are learning on

mobile devices than ever before, and we have a massive opportunity to build a mobile

experience that will increase access and our platform's efficacy for learners worldwide. 
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Excited about playing a critical role in contributing to the mobile product's technical direction

and expanding the mobile learning experience? Find out more about the role below

and apply to join our team!

Responsibilities

Help us build the best mobile application to learn and teach Data Science and AI.

Contribute a significant stake to the technical direction of the mobile app product

Work with the latest front and backend technologies to solve challenging problems.

Improve existing learning features and build new ones from the ground up.

Take ownership of several components in our microservices architecture.

Interact closely with team members to build things that scale.

Inspire and grow the engineers around you through support, coaching, and mentoring

What we’re looking for?

You have 5+ years of mobile development experience and applications launched successfully

using technologies like React Native, GraphQL and NodeJS

You have an intuitive understanding of common performance problems in mobile applications,

such as excessive rerendering, dropped frames, and memory leaks

You have ideas on creating a robust release strategy with technologies such as CodePush,

incremental rollouts, and release health monitoring

You know how to build an awesome mobile CI pipeline with automated releases and end-to-

end testing

You have experience with rolling up your sleeves and writing Swift/Objective-C or Java/Kotlin

when required

You have practical experience with strongly-typed languages such as Flow or TypeScript.

You are a team player with excellent collaboration skills.

You have a pragmatic approach to solving problems and a results-oriented mindset



You are interested in data science and education.

What's in it for you:

In addition to joining a creative and international start-up, as a permanent employee you’ll

enjoy:

A very competitive salary

An exciting job that will offer you technical challenges every day

Flexible working hours

International company retreats 

Conference and hardware budget

Working with a great team (everyone says this, but we’re serious—we’re pretty great)

Apply Now
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